
Drying of the West	

The American West Was Won by Water Management.  
What Happens When There’s No Water to Manage?	




Tree Rings and What They Tell 
Us	


!   The basic thinking is that 
trees are a historical record.	


!   The rings not only show 
how old the trees are, but 
they also show fluctuations 
in water levels along the 
Colorado River.	


!   The more narrow the 
ring, the less water.  A 
fatter ring means more 
water.	




Tree Rings	




Colorado River Stats	


!   Colorado River supplies 30 million people with 
water.	


!   Mexico, Denver, Las Vegas, Phoenix, Tucson, Los 
Angeles, San Diego, and much more.	


!   2002 was the third dry year in a row meaning that 
the drought began in 1999.	


!   The amount of water consumed today is roughly 14 
million acre feet.	




Acre-Foot	




Colorado River Stats	


!   13th Century records (from trees) show that the flow of the river 
was 12 million acre feet, only 80% of the current flow during the 
20th century, and considerably less than what is taken out of the 
river today.	


!   “The Colorado River at 12 million acre-feet would be real ugly.”	


!   Most projections by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) say that by mid-21st century, west 
would be in persistent Dust Bowl.	


!   Simulations also show “the river never emerges from the 
current drought.”	




Colorado River	




La Nina and Global Warming	


!   One possible reason for the drought(s) is the rhythm 
of La Nina, a periodic cooling of the eastern 
equatorial Pacific.	


!   Shifts the jet stream and track of weather/
precipitation northward	


!   Global warming could affect Hadley Cells by moving 
them northward as well.	


! Changing climate in California	




The Water “Surplus”	


!   For almost all of 20th century, the river supplied a surplus.	


!   Guidelines and plans were based on this surplus.	


!   Both Lake Powell and Lake Mead provided plenty of 
water in “drought years.”	


!   Now that they are experiencing yearly drought, “Those 
guidelines are almost a joke now.  All of a sudden, seven 
states that had spent years in surplus discussions had to 
turn on a dime and start discussing shortages.”	




Lake Powell	

Now 50% capacity and Dropping	
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Long-Term Sources	


!   Desalination—taking salt water from the ocean and 
processing it to remove the salt and make it drinkable	


!   The cost now around $4/1000 gallons or as little as 
$1200 per acre-foot.	


!   Still considerably more than the $0.50 per acre-
foot that the Bureau of Reclamation charges cities 
for water from Lake Mead or the $0.00 it charges 
for irrigation districts.	




Long-Term Sources	


!   Another solution could be for cities to buy irrigation water 
from farmers.	


!   San Diego bought 200,000 of the Imperial Irrigation 
District’s 3,000,000 acre-feet for $300 per acre-foot 
when the farmers get the water free.	


!   Based on the market “so people who really want the 
water get it.”	


!   This water is worth as much as the Imperial Valley’s 
entire agricultural revenue.	


!   Since 2014 this is becoming less of an option���
Farmers’ water situation	




Lessons of the Anasazi	


!   Megadroughts of the 13th century	


!   Anasazi flourished before droughts and then 
disappeared, abandoning their cities and societies.  
They never came back.	


!   “What we have come to consider normal is 
profoundly wet.  We’re kidding ourselves if we 
think that’s going to continue, with or without 
global warming.”	






Water Usage	


What does this picture show about the water situation in the west?	



